
1     Colour and decorate this lovely  
drawing of a horse

2   Stick this sheet of paper to some thick 
cardboard using glue or tape

3  Cut the horse out using the blue dotted  
lines as a guide (be careful with the scissors, 
and ask an adult for help if you need it) 

4  Using tape, attach a handle to the back of  
your horse – a ruler or lolly stick will work!

5  Take your pet horse with you 
everywhere you go 

Cut outcarefully 
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Use scissors
CAREFULLY

Ask a grown-up for 
help if you need to! 

Don’t have a  

printer? Follow the  

handy step-by-step  

drawing instructions  

on the next page!

www.harpercollins.co.uk
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1 Start by drawing a  
circle, with two lines  
going up, as I have  

here. This is going to  
be your horse’s body.

2 Follow the line on the  
left up and round, then add 

two lines and a smaller  
circle for the forehead,  

nose and muzzle!

3 Finish off the head with 
another curved line, as shown. 

Now it’s time to add some  
legs and feet! Draw four 
straight lines with little 

quarter-circles at the bottom.

4 Next, add a lovely 
long, swishy tail. It’s 
actually an S shape 

with pointy ends.

5 Let’s add ears! Draw  
two upside-down tear  
shapes on top of the  
head. Then draw two  

smaller ones inside the  
bigger ones.

6 Now, draw four  
lines on the left side  
of the horse’s neck,  
for its mane. Then  

add three more lines  
between the ears.

7 Add a pair of eyes by  
drawing two circles with a 
horizontal line all the way  

across, then add two small dots  
in the middle. Pop two lines  

above these for the eyebrows! 
Remember, eyebrows help  

show emotion. 

8 Finally, add the lower jaw, 
teeth and nostrils, as I have 
done here. Et voilà! Your pet  

horse is complete! Ask an 
adult to help you cut it out 

and stick it to a ruler, or 
similar, to take with you!

PRINTER-FREE 

OPTION!

A piece of cardboard,  

such as a cereal

box, is perfect 

to draw on!


